
Argumentation-based dialogues for agent o-ordinationSimon ParsonsDepartment of Computer and Information Siene, Brooklyn College,City University of New York, 2900 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11210, USA.(parsons�si.brooklyn.uny.edu)Peter MBurneyDepartment of Computer Siene, University of Liverpool,Liverpool L69 7ZF, United Kingdom. (p.j.mburney�s.liv.a.uk)Abstrat. Many tehniques for oordinating agents require that the agents om-muniate, and many of the requisite ommuniations need more than the exhangeof a few terse illoutions. In other words they require some form of dialogue. Thispaper disusses one way to reate suh dialogues, the use of argumentation, andillustrates the use of this approah in the de�nition of dialogues about joint plans.1. IntrodutionMany tehniques for oordinating agents require that the agents om-muniate, and many of the requisite ommuniations need more thanthe exhange of a few terse illoutions. In other words they requiresome form of dialogue. Now, when we humans engage in any form ofdialogue it is natural for us to do so in a somewhat skeptial manner.If someone informs us of a fat that we �nd surprising, we typiallyquestion it. Not in an aggressive way, but what might be desribedas an inquisitive way. When someone tells us \X is true"|where Xan range aross statements from \It is raining outside" to \The DowJones index will ontinue falling for the next six months"|we wantto know \Where did you read that?", or \What makes you thinkthat?". Typially we want to know the basis on whih some onlusionwas reahed. In fat, this questioning is so ingrained that we oftenpresent information with some of the answer to the question we expetit to provoke already attahed|\It is raining outside, I got soakedthrough", \The editorial in today's Guardian suggests that onsumeron�dene in the US is so low that the Dow Jones index will ontinuefalling for the next six months." This is exatly argumentation-basedommuniation. It is inreasingly being applied to the design of agentommuniations languages and frameworks, for example: Dignum andolleagues [12, 13℄; Grosz and Kraus [20℄; Parsons and Jennings [36, 37℄;Reed [45℄; Shroeder et al. [48℄; and Syara [53℄. Indeed, the idea that itis useful for agents to explain what they are doing is not just on�nedto researh on argumentation-based ommuniation [47℄. 2002 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 Apart from its naturalness, there are two major advantages of thisapproah to agent ommuniation. One is that it ensures that agentsare rational in a ertain sense. As we shall see, and as is argued atlength in [30℄, argumentation-based ommuniation allows us to de�nea form of rationality in whih agents only aept statements whihthey are unable to refute (the exat form of refutation depending onthe partiular formal properties of the argumentation system they use).In other words agents will only aept things if they don't have a goodreason not to. The seond advantage builds on this and, as disussedin more detail in [5℄, provides a way of giving agent ommuniations asoial semantis in the sense of Singh [51, 52℄. The essene of a soialsemantis is that agents state publily their beliefs and intentions atthe outset of a dialogue, so that future utteranes and ations may bejudged for onsisteny against these statements. The truth of an agent'sexpressions of its private beliefs or intentions an never be fully veri�ed[59℄, but at least an agent's onsisteny an be assessed, and, withan argumentation-based dialogue system, the reasons supporting theseexpressions an be sought. Moreover, these reasons may be aepted orrejeted, and possibly hallenged and argued-against, by other agents.The aim of this paper is to sketh the state of the art in argument-ation-based agent ommuniation. We will do this not by desribingall the relevant work in detail, but by identifying what we onsider tobe the main issues in building systems that ommuniate in this way,by briey desribing how our previous work has addressed these, andby giving referenes to the relevant work and that of other authors.Where suh issues have not yet been onsidered by anyone we willsuggest ways in whih they ould be addressed, but this paper is muhmore of a survey than a report on new work.The paper starts in Setion 2 by desribing some inuential work inphilosophy to whih we refer throughout the paper. Setion 3 desribesat a high level a number of ways in whih argumentation an be usedwithin agent ommuniation, and Setion 4 then makes this disussiononrete with a spei� example of a system for argumentation-basedommuniation. This system has some new features, but is a minorvariant on systems we have disussed before, the modi�ations beingto enable us to apture the kind of reasoning from [36℄ in a systemlike [4℄ for the �rst time. Setion 5 shows this system in ation, Se-tion 6 disusses a broad range of relevant work on argumentation, andSetion 7 onludes.
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32. Philosophial bakgroundOur work on argumentation-based dialogue has been inuened by amodel of human dialogues due to argumentation theorists Doug Wal-ton and Erik Krabbe [57℄. Walton and Krabbe set out to analyze theonept of ommitment in dialogue, so as to \provide oneptual toolsfor the theory of argumentation" [57, page ix℄. This led to a fouson persuasion dialogues, and their work presents formal models forsuh dialogues. In attempting this task, they reognized the need fora haraterization of dialogues, and so they present a broad typologyfor inter-personal dialogue. They make no laims for its omprehen-siveness. Their ategorization identi�es six primary types of dialoguesand three mixed types. The ategorization is based upon: �rstly, whatinformation the partiipants eah have at the ommenement of thedialogue (with regard to the topi of disussion); seondly, what goalsthe individual partiipants have; and, thirdly, what goals are sharedby the partiipants, goals we may view as those of the dialogue itself.As de�ned by Walton and Krabbe, the six primary dialogue types are(re-ordered from [57℄):Information-Seeking Dialogues: One partiipant seeks the answerto some question(s) from another partiipant, who is believed bythe �rst to know the answer(s).Inquiry Dialogues: The partiipants ollaborate to answer some que-stion(s) whose answers are not known to any one partiipant.Persuasion Dialogues: One party seeks to persuade another partyto adopt a belief or point-of-view he or she does not urrentlyhold. These dialogues begin with one party supporting a partiularstatement whih the other party to the dialogue does not, and the�rst seeks to onvine the seond to adopt the proposition. Theseond party may not share this objetive.Negotiation Dialogues: The partiipants bargain over the divisionof some sare resoure in a way aeptable to all, with eah indi-vidual party aiming to maximize his or her share. The goal of thedialogue may be in onit with the individual goals of eah of thepartiipants.1Deliberation Dialogues: Partiipants ollaborate in order to deidewhat ourse of ation to take in some situation. Partiipants share1 Note that this de�nition of Negotiation is that of Walton and Krabbe. Ar-guably negotiation dialogues may involve other issues besides the division of sareresoures.
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4 a responsibility to deide the ourse of ation, and either sharea ommon set of intentions or a willingness to disuss rationallywhether they have shared intentions.Eristi Dialogues: Partiipants quarrel verbally as a substitute forphysial �ghting, with eah aiming to win the exhange. We inludeEristi dialogues here for ompleteness, but we do not disuss themfurther.This framework an be used in a number of ways. First, we haveinreasingly used this typology as a framework within whih it is pos-sible to ompare and ontrast di�erent systems for argumentation. Forexample, in [4℄ we used the lassi�ation, and the desription of thestart onditions and aims of partiipants given in [57℄, to show thatthe argumentation system desribed in [4℄ ould handle persuasion,information seeking and inquiry dialogues. Seond, we have also usedthe typology as a means of lassifying partiular argumentation sys-tems. Thus, for example, we an identify the system disussed in [36℄as inluding elements of deliberation (it is about joint ation) and per-suasion (one agent is attempting to persuade the other to do somethingdi�erent) rather than negotiation as it was originally billed. Similarlythe work of Dignum and olleagues [12, 13℄ is desribed as deliberation,and is ertainly onerned with team building (whih has the rightfous), but on examination seems to be more aurately desribed as adeliberation/persuasion hybrid. The same is true of [34℄ whih is alsodesribed by the authors as deliberation.Third, we an use the typology as a means of distinguishing thefous (and thus the detailed requirements for) systems intended to beused for engaging in ertain types of dialogue. Thus, for instane, wehave de�ned loutions that an together be used to perform inquiry[31℄ and deliberation [22℄ dialogues.The �nal aspet of this work that is relevant, in our view, is thatit stresses the importane of being able to handle mixed dialogues|for example dialogues of one kind whih inlude embedded dialoguesof another kind. Thus, for example, a negotiation dialogue about thepurhase of a ar might inlude an embedded information seeking dia-logue (to �nd the buyer's requirements), and an embedded persuasiondialogue (about the value of a partiular model). This has led to twoproposals for formalism in whih dialogues an be ombined in this way[32, 45℄.
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53. Argumentation and dialogueThe fous of attention by philosophers to argumentation has been onunderstanding and guiding human reasoning and argument. It is notsurprising, therefore, that this work says little about how argumen-tation may be applied to the design of ommuniations systems forarti�ial agents. In this setion we onsider some of the issues relevantto suh appliation.3.1. Languages and argumentationConsidering two agents that are engaged in some dialogue, we andistinguish between three di�erent languages that they use. These dis-tintions are essentially those drawn in [49℄, although the desription ofthe languages di�ers, and we have borrowed the same notation for thelanguages. 2 Eah agent has a base language that it uses as a means ofknowledge representation, a language we might all L. This languagean be unique to the agent, or may be the same for both agents. This isthe language in whih the designer of the agent provides the agent withits knowledge of the world, and it is the language in whih the agent'sbeliefs, desires and intentions (or indeed any other mental notions withwhih the agent is equipped) are expressed. Given the broad sopeof L, it may in pratie be a set of languages|for example separatelanguages for handling beliefs, desires, and intentions|but sine allsuh languages arry out the same funtion we will regard them as onefor the purposes of this disussion.Eah agent is also equipped with a meta-language ML. The meta-language, as its name suggests, is a language whih expresses fatsabout another language. In this ase the \other language" is the baselanguage L. Agents need meta-languages beause, amongst other things,they need to represent their preferenes about elements of L. AgainML may in fat be a set of meta-languages and both agents an usedi�erent meta-languages. Furthermore, if the agent has no need to makestatements about formulae of L, then it may have no meta-language(or, equivalently, it may have a meta-language whih it does not makeuse of). If an agent does have a separate meta-language, then it, likeL, is internal to the agent.Finally, for dialogues, the agents need a shared ommuniation lan-guage (or two languages suh that it is possible to seamlessly translatebetween them). We will all this language CL. We an onsider CLto be a \wrapper" around statements in L and ML, as is the ase2 Other distintions are, of ourse, possible. For the moment those we are usingare suÆient for our purposes.
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6for KQML [17℄ and the FIPA ACL [18℄, or a dediated language intowhih and from whih statements in L or CL are translated. CL mighteven be L or ML, though, as with ML, we an onsider it to be aoneptually di�erent language. The di�erene, of ourse, is that CLis in some sense external to the agents|it is used to ommuniatebetween them. We an imagine an agent reasoning using L and ML,then onstruting messages in CL and posting them o� to the otheragent. When a reply arrives in CL, it is turned into statements in Land ML and these are used in new reasoning.Argumentation an �t in with these languages in a number of plaes.First of all, it an be used in internal argumentation|agents an useargumentation as a means of performing their own internal reasoning(as, for example, suggested by Dung [14℄ and widely studied in AI|seeSetion 6 for a disussion of this line of work). Similarly, agents anuse argumentation for reasoning using ML (whih is e�etively what[11℄ does). Independently of whether argumentation is used internally,it an also be used externally, in the sense of being used in onjuntionwith CL|this is the sense in whih Walton and Krabbe [57℄ onsiderthe use of argumentation in human dialogue and is muh loser to thetopi of this paper.3.2. Inter-agent argumentationExternal argumentation an happen in a number of ways. The mainissue, the fat that makes it argumentation, is that the agents do notjust exhange fats but also exhange additional information suh asreasons for the fats. In persuasion dialogues, whih are by far themost studied type of argumentation-based dialogues, these reasons aretypially the reasons why the fats are thought to be true. Thus, ifagent A wants to persuade agent B that p is true, it does not juststate the fat that p, but also gives, for example, a proof of p based oninformation (grounds) that A believes to be true. If the proof is soundthen B an only disagree with p if either it disputes the truth of some ofthe grounds or if it has an alternative proof that p is false. The intuitionbehind the use of argumentation here is that a dialogue about the truthof a laim p moves to a dialogue about the supporting evidene or oneabout apparently-oniting proofs. From the perspetive of buildingargumentative agents, the fous is now on how we an bring abouteither of these kinds of disussion.There are a number of aspets, in partiular, that we need to fouson. These inlude:� Clearly ommuniation will be arried out in CL, but it is notlear how arguments will be passed in CL. Will arguments form
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7separate loutions, or will they be inluded in the same kind ofCL loution as every other piee of information passed betweenthe agents?� Clearly the exhange of arguments between agents will be subjetto some protool, but it is not lear how this is related, if at all, tothe protool used for the exhange of other messages. Do they usethe same protool? If the protools are di�erent, how do agentsknow when to move from one protool to another?� Clearly the arguments that agents make should be related to whatthey know, but it is not lear how best this might be done. Shouldan agent only be able to argue what it believes to be true? If not,what arguments is an agent allowed to make?One approah to onstruting argumentation-based agents is the waysuggested in [49℄. In this work CL ontains two sets of illoutions. Oneset allows the ommuniation of fats (in this ase statements in MLthat take the form of onjuntions of value/attribute pairs, intended aso�ers in a negotiation). The other set allows the expressions of argu-ments. These arguments are unrelated to the o�ers, but express reasonswhy the o�ers should be aeptable, appealing to a rih representationof the agent and its environment: the kinds of argument suggested in[49℄ are threats suh as, \If you don't aept this I will tell your boss,"promises like: \If you aept my o�er I'll bring you repeat business,"and appeals suh as: \You should aept this beause that is the dealwe made before."There is no doubt that this model of argumentation has a good dealof similarity with the kind of argumentation we engage in on a dailybasis. However, it makes onsiderable demands on any implementation.For a start, agents whih desire to argue in this manner need veryrih representations of eah other and their environments (espeiallyompared with agents whih simply wish to debate the truth of aproposition given what is in their knowledge-base). Suh agents alsorequire an answer to the seond two points raised above, and the veryrihness of the model makes it hard (at least for the authors) to seehow the third point an be addressed.Now, the ompliating fator in both of the bullet points raisedabove is the need to handle two types of information|those that areargument-based and those that aren't. One way to simplify the sit-uation is to make all ommuniation argument-based, and that is theapproah that we have been following of late. In fat, we go a bit furtherthan even this suggests, by onsidering agents that use argumentationboth for internal reasoning and as a means of relating what they believe
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8and what they ommuniate. We desribe this approah in the nextsetion.3.3. Argumentation at all levelsIn more detail what we are proposing is the following. First of all, everyagent arries out internal argumentation using L. This allows it to re-solve any inonsisteny in its knowledge base (whih is important whendealing with information from many soures sine suh information istypially inonsistent) and to establish some notion of what it believesto be true (though this notion is defeasible sine new information mayome to light that provides a more ompelling argument against somefat than there previously was for that fat). The upshot of this use ofargumentation, however it is implemented, is that every agent an notonly identify the fats it believes to be true but an supply a rationalefor believing them.This feature then provides us with a way of ensuring a kind ofrationality of the agents|rationality in ommuniation. It is naturalthat an agent whih resolves inonsistenies in what it knows aboutthe world uses the same tehnique to resolve inonsistenies betweenwhat it knows and what it is told. In other words the agent looks atthe reasons for the things it is told and aepts these things providedthey are supported by more ompelling reasons than there are againstthe things. If agents are only going to aept things that are bakedby arguments, then it makes sense for agents to only say things thatare also baked by arguments. Both of us, separately in [30℄ and [5℄,have suggested that suh an argumentation-based approah is a suitableform of rationality, and it was impliit in [4℄.3The way that this form of rationality is formalized is, for example,to only permit agents to make assertions that are baked by someform of argument, and to only aept assertions that are so baked.In order words, the formation of arguments beomes a preondition ofthe loutions of the ommuniation language CL, and the loutions arelinked to the agents' knowledge bases.Although it is not immediately obvious, this gives argumentation-based approahes a soial semantis in the sense of Singh [51, 52℄.The naive reason for this is that sine agents an only assert thingsthat in their onsidered view are true (whih is another way of puttingthe fat that the agents have more ompelling reasons for thinkingsomething is true than for thinking it is false), other agents have someguarantee that they are true. However agents may lie, and a suitably3 This meaning of rationality is also onsistent with that ommonly given inphilosophy, see, e.g., [24℄.
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9sophistiated agent will always be able to simulate truth-telling. Amore sophistiated reason is that, assuming suh loutions are builtinto CL, the agent on the reeiving end of the assertion an alwayshallenge statements, requiring that the reasons for them are stated.These reasons an be heked against what that agent knows, with theresult that the agent will only aept things that it has no reason todoubt. This ability to question statements gives argumentation-basedommuniation languages a degree of veri�ability that other semantis,suh as the original modal semantis for the FIPA ACL [18℄, lak.3.4. Dialogue gamesDialogues may be viewed as games between the partiipants, alleddialogue games [25℄. In this view, explained in greater detail in [33℄,eah partiipant is a player with an objetive they are trying to ahieveand some �nite set of moves that they might make. Just as in any game,there are rules about whih player is allowed to make whih move atany point in the game, and there are rules for starting and ending thegame.As a brief example, onsider a persuasion dialogue. We an think ofthis as being aptured by a game in whih one player initially believesp to be true and tries to onvine another player, who initially believesthat p is false, of that fat. The game might start with the �rst playerstating the reason why she believes that p is true, and the other playermight be bound to either aept that this reason is true (if she an �ndno fault with it) or to respond with the reason she believes it to befalse. The �rst player is then bound by the same rules as the seondwas|to �nd a reason why this seond reason is false or to aept it|and the game ontinues until one of the players is fored to aept themost reent reason given and thus to onede the game.This is exatly the form of the dialogue game developed in [4℄, and,as desribed in [33℄, there are a large number of dialogue game for-mulations of inter-agent dialogues. The approah desribed in the nextsetion is another, though in theory it is also possible to formulate thesame kind of system without making it a dialogue game.4. A system for argumentation-based ommuniationIn this setion we give a onrete instantiation of the rather tersedesription given in Setion 3.3, providing an example of a systemfor arrying out argumentation-based ommuniation of the kind �rstsuggested in [36℄. Our main aim is to illustrate the points made above,
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10but we also make a minor tehnial advane in providing an extension ofthe kind of system we introdued in [4℄ to handle the kind of reasoningin [36℄. 44.1. A system for internal argumentationWe start with a system for internal argumentation|this is an extendedversion of [14℄, where the extension allows for a notion of the strength ofan argument [3℄, whih is augmented to handle beliefs and intentions.To de�ne this system we start with a propositional language whihwe all L. From L we then onstrut formulae suh as Bi(p), Di(p)and Ij(q) for any p and q whih are formulae of L. This extendedpropositional language, and the ompound formulae that may be builtfrom it using the usual logial onnetives, is the base language L of theargumentation-based dialogue system we are desribing. Bi(�) denotesa belief of agent i, Di(�) denotes a desire of agent i, and Ij(�) denotes anintention of agent j, so the overall e�et of this language is just to foreevery formula to be a belief, a desire, or an intention. We will denoteformulae of L by �,  , � . . . . Sine we are only interested in syntatimanipulation of beliefs, desires and intentions here, we will give nosemantis for formulae suh as Bi(p) and Bi(p) ! Di(p)| suitableways of dealing with the semantis are given elsewhere (e.g. [37, 58℄).An agent has a knowledge base � whih is allowed to be inonsistent,and has no dedutive losure. The symbol ` denotes lassial infereneand � denotes logial equivalene.An argument is a formula of L and the set of formulae from whihit an be inferred:DEFINITION 1. An argument is a pair A = (H;h) where h is aformula of L and H a subset of � suh that:1. H is onsistent;2. H ` h; and3. H is minimal, so no subset of H satisfying both 1. and 2. exists.H is alled the support of A, written H = Support(A) and h is theonlusion of A written h = Conlusion(A).We talk of h being supported by the argument (H;h).4 The minor advane inludes introduing a formal protool for the dialogue in[36℄, something that was missing from the original, and starting to extend the kind ofargumentation in [4℄ to work with a more omplex language than just propositionallogi. Still, there is not muh new here.
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11In general, sine � is inonsistent, arguments in A(�), the set of allarguments whih an be made from �, will onit, and we make thisidea preise with the notions of rebutting, underutting and attaking.DEFINITION 2. Let A1 and A2 be two distint arguments of A(�). A1underuts A2 i� 9h 2 Support(A2) suh that Conlusion(A1) attaksh.DEFINITION 3. Let A1 and A2 be two distint arguments of A(�).A1 rebuts A2 i� Conlusion(A1) attaks Conlusion(A2).These are the usual notions of rebut and underut from the AI literature(for example in [14, 16℄). For the partiular situation we are dealingwith here, we need the following notion of \attak":DEFINITION 4. Given two distint formulae h and g of L suh thath � :g, then, for any i and j:� Bi(h) attaks Bj(g);� Di(h) attaks Dj(g); and� Ii(h) attaks Ij(g).Note that this notion of attak is a generalization of that in [3℄, and,while related to that in [37℄ both extends it (in allowing \attaks"between things other than intentions) and is less extensive than it(by not allowing \attaks" between seond order intentions). 5 Thedi�erenes are determined by the kind of reasoning we are trying toapture. In the ase we are dealing with here, it is important to be ableto identify onits between the propositions within modalities, sinethe onit between suggestions made by two agents an be groundedin the fat that one agent believes p and another believes :p.With these de�nitions, an argument is rebutted if it has a onlusionBi(p) and there is another argument whih has as its onlusion Bj(:p)or Bj(q) suh that q � :p. An argument with a desire as its onlusionan similarly be rebutted by another argument with a desire as itsonlusion, and the same thing holds for intentions. Thus we reognize\Peter intends that this paper be written by the deadline" and \Simonintends this paper not to be written by the deadline" as rebuttingeah other, along with \Peter believes God exists" and \Simon doesnot believe God exists", but we do not reognize \Peter intends that5 Indeed the language we are using here does not allow the statement of suhintentions|they are not neessary for what we wish to do and are therefore omitted.
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12this paper will be written by the deadline" and \Simon does not believethat this paper will be written by the deadline" as rebutting eah other.Underutting ours in exatly the same situations, exept that it holdsbetween the onlusions of one argument and an element of the supportof the other.6For some languages L, and some de�nitions of \attaks", thereis a strong relationship between rebuts and underuts. Consider, forexample, the argumentation system desribed in [4℄. This uses las-sial propositional logi and de�nes \attak" as holding between twopropositional formulae h and g i� h � :g. Now, if we have an ar-gument (S; b), then an argument that rebuts (S; b) will always alsounderut it7, and so there is little point in de�ning rebuttal. Notethat the use of h � :g within the de�nition of \attaks" means thath = Blok A is red does not attak g = Blok A is green. In orderfor an agent to detet a onit, it would also have to know thatBlok A is red ! :Blok A is green, and then this latter ould beused along with h to onstrut a argument that rebutted the argument(fgg; g).To apture the fat that some fats are more strongly believed andintended than others, we assume that any set of fats has a prefereneorder over it8. We suppose that this ordering derives from the fat thatthe knowledge base � is strati�ed into non-overlapping sets �1; : : : ;�nsuh that fats in �i are all equally preferred and are more preferredthan those in �j where j > i. The preferene level of a nonempty subsetH of �, level(H), is the number of the highest numbered layer whihhas a member in H.DEFINITION 5. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A(�). A1 ispreferred to A2 aording to Pref i�level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2))6 Note that attaking and rebutting are symmetri but not reexive or transitive,while underutting is neither symmetri, reexive nor transitive.7 As a quik demonstration of why this is the ase, onsider a proposition a whihis part of S. Consider S�fag. Sine when we add a to it we get, by de�nition, b, wean use the dedution theorem to add a! b, where! indiates material impliation.Sine the rebutting argument gives us :b, we an use modus tollens to give us anargument whih attaks a.8 We ignore for now the fat that we might require di�erent preferene ordersover beliefs and intentions and indeed that di�erent agents will almost ertainlyhave di�erent preferene orders, noting that the problem of handling a number ofdi�erent preferene orders was onsidered in [6℄ and [8℄.
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13By �Pref we denote the strit pre-order assoiated with Pref . If A1 isstritly preferred to A2, we say that A1 is stronger than A2. We annow de�ne the argumentation system we will use:DEFINITION 6. An argumentation system (AS) is a triplehA(�);Underut=Rebut ;Pref isuh that:� A(�) is a set of the arguments built from �,� Underut=Rebut is a binary relation apturing the existene of anunderut or rebut holding between arguments, Underut=Rebut �A(�)�A(�), and� Pref is a (partial or omplete) preordering on A(�)�A(�).The preferene order makes it possible to distinguish di�erent types ofrelation between arguments:DEFINITION 7. Let A1, A2 be two arguments of A(�).� If A2 underuts or rebuts A1 then A1 defends itself against A2i� A1 �Pref A2. Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.� A set of arguments S defends A i�: 8 B suh that B underutsor rebuts A and A does not defend itself against B then 9 C 2 Ssuh that C underuts or rebuts B and B does not defend itselfagainst C.Heneforth, CUnderut=Rebut ;Pref will gather all non-underut and non-rebut arguments along with arguments defending themselves againstall their underutting and rebutting arguments. [2℄ showed that theset S of aeptable arguments of the argumentation system hA(�);Underut=Rebut ;Pref i is the least �xpoint of a funtion F :F(S) = f(H;h) 2 A(�)j(H;h) is defended by Sgwhere S � A(�).DEFINITION 8. The set of aeptable arguments of an argumenta-tion system hA(�);Underut ;Pref i is:S = [Fi�0(;)= CUnderut=Rebut ;Pref [ h[Fi�1(CUnderut=Rebut ;Pref )iAn argument is aeptable if it is a member of the aeptable set.
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14If the argument (H;h) is aeptable, we talk of there being an aept-able argument for h. An aeptable argument is one whih is, in somesense, proven sine all the arguments whih might undermine it arethemselves undermined.Note that while we have given a language L for this system, wehave given no language ML. This partiular system does not have ameta-language (and the notion of preferenes it uses is not expressedin a meta-language). It is, of ourse, possible to add a meta-languageto this system|for example, in [6℄ we added a meta-language whihallowed us to express preferenes over elements of L, thus making itpossible to exhange (and indeed argue about, though this was notdone in [6℄) preferenes between formulae.4.2. Arguments between agentsNow, this system is suÆient for internal argumentation within a singleagent, and the agent an use it to, for example, perform nonmonotonireasoning and to deal with inonsistent information. To allow for dia-logues, we have to introdue some more mahinery. Clearly part of thiswill be the ommuniation language, but we need to introdue someadditional elements �rst. These elements are datastrutures whih oursystem inherits from its dialogue game anestors as well as previouspresentations of this kind of system [4, 7℄.Dialogues are assumed to take plae between two agents, P and C.9Eah agent has a knowledge base, �P and �C respetively, ontain-ing their beliefs. In addition, following Hamblin [21℄, eah agent hasa further knowledge base, aessible to both agents, ontaining om-mitments made in the dialogue. These ommitment stores are denotedCS(P ) and CS(C) respetively, and in this dialogue system (unlikethat of [7℄ for example) an agent's ommitment store is just a subset ofits knowledge base. Note that the union of the ommitment stores anbe viewed as the state of the dialogue at a given time. Eah agent hasaess to their own private knowledge base and to both ommitmentstores. Thus P an make use ofhA(�P [ CS(C));Underut=Rebut ;Pref i10and C an make use ofhA(�C [ CS(P ));Underut=Rebut ;Pref i9 The names stem from the study of persuasion dialogues|P argues \pro" someproposition, and C argues \on".10 Whih, of ourse, is the same as hA(�P [ CS(P ) [CS(C));Underut=Rebut ;Pref i.
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15All the knowledge bases ontain propositional formulae and are notlosed under dedution, and all are strati�ed by degree of belief as dis-ussed above. Here we assume that these degrees of belief are stati andthat both the players agree on them, though it is possible [6℄ to ombinedi�erent sets of preferenes, and it is also possible to have agents modifytheir beliefs on the basis of the reliability of their aquaintanes [35℄.With this bakground, we an present the set of dialogue movesthat we will use, the set whih omprises the loutions of CL. Foreah move, we give what we all rationality rules, dialogue rules, andupdate rules. These loutions are those from [38℄ and are based onthe rules suggested by [29℄ whih, in turn, were based on those in thedialogue game DC introdued by MaKenzie [28℄. The rationality rulesspeify the preonditions for making the move. Unlike those in [4, 7℄,these rules are not absolute, but are de�ned in terms of the agentattitudes disussed below, and these provide the soial semantis forthe loutions. The update rules speify how ommitment stores aremodi�ed by the move.In the following, player P addresses the move to player C. We startwith the assertion of fats:assert(�) where � is a formula of L.rationality: the usual assertion ondition for the agent.update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ f�g and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)Here � an be any formula of L, as well as the speial harater U ,disussed in the next sub-setion.assert(S) where S is a set of formulae of L representing the supportof an argument.rationality: the usual assertion ondition for the agent.update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1 [ S and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)The ounterpart of these moves are the aeptane moves:aept(�) � is a formula of L.rationality: The usual aeptane ondition for the agent.update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ f�g and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)aept(S) S is a set of formulae of L.rationality: the usual aeptane ondition for every � 2 S.update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ S and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)
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16There are also moves whih allow questions to be posed.hallenge(�) where � is a formula of L.rationality: ;update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)A hallenge is a means of making the other player expliitly state theargument supporting a proposition. In ontrast, a question an be usedto query the other player about any proposition.question(�) where � is a formula of L.rationality: ;update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) and CSi(C) = CSi�1(C)We refer to this set of moves as the set MdDC . These loutions are thebare minimum to arry out a dialogue, and, as we will see below, requirea fairly rigid protool with a lot of aspets impliit. Further loutionssuh as those disussed in [32℄, would be required to be able to debatethe beginning and end of dialogues or to have an expliit representationof movement between embedded dialogues.The loutions in MdDC say nothing about how the preferenes ofan agent are updated. This is intentional. Here we assume that thepreferenes do not hange as a result of loutions|we assume thatan agent already has a preferene order over all possible formulae atthe start of a dialogue so that any new formula it aepts just slotsinto the existing order. Clearly this is a gross simpli�ation, adoptedhere to shorten the presentation. It is easy enough, as in [6℄, to add ina language ML whih expliitly states an agent's preferenes, and toallow loutions to be made about these preferenes and agents to bepersuaded to hange their preferenes. Note that these loutions areessentially those of M0DC [38℄, modi�ed to deal with the slightly moreomplex base language we have here. We have previously shown thatthese allow us to handle information seeking, inquiry and persuasiondialogues from the Walton and Krabbe lassi�ation. Here we use themto arry out a form of deliberation.Now, the set of moves/loutions MdDC de�nes the ommuniationlanguage CL, and hopefully it is reasonably lear from the desriptionso far how argumentation between agents takes plae; a prototypialpersuasion dialogue is as follows:1. P has an aeptable argument (S;BP (p)), built from �P , and wantsC to aept BP (p). Thus, P asserts BP (p).
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172. C has an argument (S0; BC(:p)) and so annot aept BP (p). Thus,C asserts BC(:p).3. P annot aept BC(:p) and hallenges it.4. C responds by asserting S0.5. P has an argument (S00; BP (:q)) where BC(q) 2 S0, and assertsBP (:q).6. C hallenges BP (:q).7. . . .At eah stage in the dialogue agents an build arguments using infor-mation from their own private knowledge base, and the propositionsmade publi (by assertion into ommitment stores).4.3. Rationality and protoolThe �nal part of the abstrat model we introdued above was the use ofargumentation to relate what an agent \knows" (in this ase what is inits knowledge-base and the ommitment stores) and what it is allowedto \say" (in terms of whih loutions from CL it is allowed to utter).We make this onnetion by speifying the rationality onditions inthe de�nitions of the loutions and relating these to what argumentsan agent an make. We do this as follows, essentially de�ning di�erenttypes of rationality [38℄.DEFINITION 9. An agent may have one of three assertion attitudes.� a on�dent agent an assert any formula � for whih there is anargument (S; �).� a areful agent an assert any formula � for whih there is anargument (S; �) if no stronger rebutting argument exists.� a thoughtful agent an assert any formula � for whih there isan aeptable argument (S; �).Thus a thoughtful agent will only put forward formulae whih, so faras it knows, are orret. A areful agent will only put forward formulaewhih aren't diretly rebutted. A on�dent agent won't stop to makeeither of these heks.1111 Note that, as a �rst step, we de�ne these agent attributes uniformly; in laterwork, we will onsider agents whih assert or aept formulae in a ontext-dependentmanner.
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18 Of ourse, de�ning when an agent an assert formulae is only onehalf of what is needed. The other part is to de�ne the onditions onagents aepting formulae. Here we have the following [38℄.DEFINITION 10. An agent may have one of three aeptane atti-tudes.� a redulous agent an aept any formula � for whih there isan argument (S; �).� a autious agent an aept any formula � for whih there is anargument (S; �) if no stronger rebutting argument exists.� a skeptial agent an aept any formula � for whih there is anaeptable argument (S; �).In order to omplete the de�nition of the system, we need only to givethe protool that spei�es how a dialogue proeeds. This we do below,providing a protool (whih was not given in the original) for the kindof example dialogue given in [36, 37℄. As in those papers, the kind ofdialogue we are interested in here is a dialogue about joint plans, andin order to desribe the dialogue, we need an idea of what one of theseplans looks like:DEFINITION 11. An plan is an argument (S; Ii(p)). Ii(p) is knownas the subjet of the plan.Thus a plan is just an argument for a proposition that is intended bysome agent. The detail of \aeptable" and \attak" ensure that anagent will only be able to assert or aept a plan if there is no intentionwhih is preferred to the subjet of the plan so far as that agent isaware (given the heks it arries out given its attitude), and there isno onit between any elements of the support of the plan. We thenhave the following protool, whih we will all D for a dialogue betweenagents A and B.1. If allowed by its assertion attitude, A asserts both the onlusionand support of a plan (S; IA(p)). If A annot assert any IA(p), thedialogue ends.2. B aepts IA(p) and S if possible. If both are aepted, the dialogueterminates.3. If the IA(p) and S are not aepted, then B asserts the onlu-sion and support of an argument (S0; �) whih underuts or rebuts(S; IA(p)).
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194. A asserts either the onlusion and support of (S000; IA(p)), whihdoes not underut or rebut (S0; �), or the statement U . In the �rstase, the dialogue returns to Step 2; in the seond ase, the dialogueterminates.The utterane of a statement U indiates that an agent is unable toadd anything to the dialogue, and so the dialogue terminates whenevereither agent asserts this.Note that in B's response it need not assert a plan (A is the onlyagent whih has to mention plans). This allows B to disagree with Aon matters suh as the resoures assumed by A (\No, I don't have thear that week"), or the tradeo� that A is proposing (\I don't want yourMegatokyo T-shirt, I have one like that already"), even if they don'tdiretly a�et the plans that B has.As it stands, the protool is a rather minimalist but suÆes to ap-ture the kind of interation in [36, 37℄. One agent makes a suggestionwhih suits it (and may involve the other agent). The seond looksto see if the plan prevents it ahieving any of its intentions, and if sohas to put forward an argument whih lashes in some way (we ouldeasily extend the protool so that B does not have to put forward thisargument, but an instead engage A in a persuasion dialogue aboutA's plan in a way that was not onsidered in [36, 37℄). The �rst agentthen has the hane to respond by either �nding a non-lashing way ofahieving what it wants to do or suggesting a way for the seond agentto ahieve its intention (if one is mentioned) without lashing with the�rst agent's original plan.There is also muh that is impliit in the protool, for example:that the agents have previously agreed to arry out this kind of di-alogue (sine no preamble is required); that the agents are basiallyo-operative (sine they aept suggestions if possible); and that theywill end the dialogue as soon as a possible agreement is found or itis lear that no progress an be made (so neither agent will try to�libuster for its own advantage). Suh assumptions are onsistent withGrie's o-operative maxims for human onversation [19℄.One advantage of suh a minimal protool is that it is easy to showthat the resulting dialogues have some desirable properties. The �rstof these is that the dialogues terminate:PROPOSITION 1. A dialogue under protool D between two agents Gand H with any aeptane and assertion attitudes will terminate.Proof: D requires that one agent asserts the onlusion and supportof an argument, and this is either aepted or the agent asserts anotherpair of onlusion and support, and this is either aepted or the agentasserts another pair of onlusion and support argument, and so on.
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20If one of these pairs is aepted the dialogue terminates, and if oneagent utters the same argument twie the dialogue terminates. Sinethe agents' knowledge is �nite, there are a �nite number of argumentsthat an be uttered before the dialogue terminates, and so the dialoguewill always terminate. 2If both agents are thoughtful and skeptial, we an also obtain ondi-tions on the result of the dialogue:PROPOSITION 2. Consider a dialogue under protool D between twothoughtful/skeptial agents G and H, where G starts by uttering a planwith the subjet IG(p).� If the dialogue terminates with the utterane of U , then thereis no plan with the subjet IG(p) in A(�G [ CS(H)) that H anaept.� If the dialogue terminates without the utterane of U , then thereis a plan with the subjet IG(p) in A(�G [ �H) that is aeptableto both G and H.Proof: The proof follows almost diretly from the protool. Let's startby onsidering the seond part of the theorem. G starts by asserting theonlusion and support of a plan (S; IG(p)) it �nds aeptable (sine thisis all a thoughtful agent an assert). If H �nds both parts aeptableit will aept it (note that \aeptable" and \aept" only oinide likethis for skeptial agents), satisfying the theorem. If H does not �nd bothparts of (S; IG(p)) aeptable, it does not aept the o�ending part, andby the de�nition of a thoughtful agent, this is beause it has a rebuttingor underutting argument, and its response is to assert this argument.A then has to respond with the onlusion and support of another plan,and the theorem is again validated if H aepts it.Now, given the �niteness of the agents' knowledge, unless H aeptsa onlusion/support pair, making the seond part of the theorem true,eventually G will be in step 4 of the protool and utter the statementU . At that point the dialogue will terminate and there are no plans thatan be onstruted from the knowledge that G has (its own knowledgeand those things that H has stated) whih are aeptable to both it andH that have the subjet IG(p). 2Note that sine we an't determine exatly what H says, and thereforewhat the ontents of CS(H) are, we are not able to make the two partsof the theorem symmetrial (or the seond part an \if and only if",whih would be the same thing).
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21Thus if the agents reah agreement, it is an agreement on a planwhih neither of them has any reason to think problemati. In [36, 37℄we alled this kind of dialogue a negotiation. From the perspetive ofWalton and Krabbe's typology it isn't a negotiation|it is loser to adeliberation with the agents disussing what they will do. However, itseems to be rather asymmetri when ompared with what Walton andKrabbe had in mind for a deliberation (and is ertainly more limitedthan the kind of deliberation dialogues we disuss in [22℄). First, onlyone agent gets to suggest plans for both to onsider (B does not reallymake suggestions, just points out why A's suggestions don't work),and seond, the plans are presented as monolithi entities rather thanbeing onstruted in disussion (when A makes a suggestion, it is asuggestion for a omplete plan, so that B is only able to \take it orleave it" rather than make modi�ations or suggestions). We ould,of ourse, easily devise a less asymmetri kind of protool where bothagents were allowed to suggest entire plans, or one in whih plans areonstruted step by step rather like the inquiry dialogues in [38℄.Finally, we should note another limitation of the protool. Beausethe protool insists that agents onsider the onlusion and support ofplans together (whih is neessary if we are going to produe dialogueslike that in [36℄), then the dialogue may well fail in the following way.A proposes a plan, B gives a ounter-argument, and A annot produean alternative plan. If A ould produe a ounter-argument to B's �rstargument, then the dialogue might be onsidered to be failing whenit should sueed with the aeptane of A's plan. If we depart fromthe proedure assumed in [36℄ then we an solve this problem|indeedwe an allow A and B to ounter-argue against anything the othersays easily enough, allowing muh more exible interations (thoughone might onsider that this, essentially a mixture of persuasion anddeliberation, might be better handled by having persuasion dialoguesnested inside a deliberation dialogue muh like the urrent one).5. An exampleIn this setion we show how the system given in the previous setionan handle the nail example from [36℄. The example onerns a homeimprovement agent whih has the intentions of doing some work arounda house. This agent, Agent 1, has the intention of hanging a piture,and knows that it has in its possession a piture, a hammer, and a nail.It also believes that one it has a piture, a hammer and a nail, then ithas all it needs to go about hanging a piture, and it has some generalinformation to the e�et that if an agent an do something, and intends
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22to do that something, then it should go ahead and do it.D1(Do(agent1; hang piture)) f1B1(Have(agent1; piture)) f2B1(Have(agent1; nail)) f3B1(Have(agent1; hammer)) f4B1(Have(W;hammer)) ^B1(Have(X;nail))^B1(Have(Y; piture)) ! B1(Can(Z; hang piture)) r1B1(Can(X;Y )) ^D1(Do(X;Y ))! I1(Do(X;Y )) r2Two points need to be made about this knowledge. The �rst is theuse of symbols suh as f1. These just identify formulae, and allow usto write supports in a ompat fashion (unlike in [36℄ they are notpart of the language). The seond is that the language we are usinghere isn't propositional, in ontrast to the argumentation system weintrodued before. The reason for that is the same as the reason forintroduing quanti�ers|it allows us to write things more ompatly.Given that we don't really use variables (we ould re-write r1 and r2with the variables instantiated to every possible ombination of agent1and agent2 with no hange in the information expressed) and terms likeHave(agent1; piture) is treated as if they are atomi, the language wehave here is funtionally equivalent to propositional logi. It is justeasier to read and write.This information is broadly that in the example in [36℄, though itseems to us to be loser to the use made of beliefs, desires and intentionsby Bratman et al. [10℄ than that in [36℄. In partiular, r2 apturessomething like the main funtion of a BDI interpreter|if an agent isable to do something and desires to do it, then it should adopt theintention of doing it. Of ourse, translating this into a single logialimpliation loses something, and the same is true of r1. This latter isintended to apture the essene of the plan-building the agent does, andis intentionally simple. Creating a more realisti logi-based plannerwould detrat from the argumentation that is our main fous. 12 Now,from the information it has, Agent 1 an build the following argument:(ff1; f2; f3; f4; r1; r2g; I1(Do(agent1; hang piture)))indiating that it has a plan for hanging the piture.Now onsider the following variation of the example to the ase inwhih there are two home-improvement agents with di�erent objetives12 Note, however, that it is intended that r1 make it possible for agent 1 to inferthat when a has the hammer and b has the nail and  has the piture then d anhang a piture|this seems to us to be appropriate for a simple o-operative planningdomain of the kind in this example.
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23and di�erent resoures. Agent 1 is muh as desribed before, however,it now has a srew and a srewdriver rather than a nail, knows how tohang mirrors as well as pitures, and furthermore, knows that Agent 2has a nail:D1(Do(agent1; hang piture)) f1B1(Have(agent1; piture)) f2B1(Have(agent1; srew)) f3B1(Have(agent1; hammer)) f4B1(Have(agent1; srewdriver)) f5B1(Have(agent2; nail)) f6B1(Have(W;hammer)) ^B1(Have(X;nail))^B1(Have(Y; piture)) ! B1(Can(Z; hang piture)) r1B1(Have(W; srewdriver)) ^B1(Have(X; srew)^B1(Have(Y;mirror))! B1(Can(Z; hang mirror)) r2B1(Can(X;Y )) ^D1(Do(X;Y ))! I1(Do(X;Y )) r3B2(Have(X;Y ))! B1(Have(X;Y )) r4The �nal rule here is intended to, rather roughly, handle ommuniationbetween agents that trust one another. If Agent 2 asserts that it believesone agent has something, then Agent 1 has a prima faie ase to believethat as well (it may, of ourse, be overturned by a stronger argumentto the ontrary).Now, Agent 2 knows about hanging mirrors and has the objetiveof hanging one, but laks the resoures to hang the mirror on its own:D2(Do(agent2; hang mirror)) f7B2(Have(agent2;mirror)) f8B2(Have(agent2; nail)) f9B2(Have(W;hammer))^B2(Have(X;nail)) ^B2(Have(Y;mirror))! B2(Can(Z; hang mirror)) ^B2(:Have(X;nail)) r5B2(Can(X;Y )) ^D2(Do(X;Y )! I2(Do(X;Y )) r6B1(Have(X;Y ))! B2(Have(X;Y )) r7Agent 1 an work out that it is unable to hang the piture on its ownbeause it is unable to build a plan for I1(Do(agent1; hang piture))without using Agent 2's nail, but it an build a plan forI1(Do(agent1; hang piture))that does inlude the use of the nail:(ff1; f2; f4; f6; r1; r3; r7g; I1(Do(agent1; hang piture)))This argument is aeptable to Agent 1 sine it is unable to build anyarguments whih rebut or underut it, and it starts the dialogue byasserting it.
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24 Agent 2 then tries to aept the plan. It �nds that with the addi-tional information that Agent 2 passes about its resoures, it an builda plan for hanging its mirror using Agent 1's hammer:(ff4; f7; f8; f9; r5; r6; r7g; I2(Do(agent2; hang mirror)))and not only that, but it an build the following argument whihunderuts Agent 1's plan by attaking f6:(ff4; f7; f8; f9; r5; r6; r7g; B2(:Have(agent2; nail)))Agent 2 then passes this latter argument to Agent 1.Now equipped with the information that Agent 2 has the objetiveof hanging a mirror, and that this is bloked by the use of its nail tohang Agent 1's piture, Agent 1 an use its mirror-hanging knowledgeto propose a di�erent ourse of ation whih results in both mirror andpiture being hung:(ff1; f2; f3; f4; f5; f6; f7; f8; r1; r2; r3; r4; r6g;I1(Do(agent1; hang piture)) ^ I2(Do(agent2; hang mirror)))Now, this is aeptable to Agent 1, and satis�es the protool (ahievingthe subjet of Agent 1's original plan as well as providing a plan toahieve Agent 2's goal). Agent 2 then tries to aept this plan, and�nds that it an. The dialogue then terminates with suess.6. Other work on argumentationArgumentation, the study of the proess by whih agents attemptto onvine one another of ertain propositions, has been studied inphilosophy sine at least the time of Aristotle [9℄. However, the last�ve deades have seen a owering of researh on argumentation theory,by philosophers suh as Toulmin [55℄, Lorenzen and Lorenz [26℄, andHamblin [21℄. Muh of this e�ort has foused on dialetial aspets ofargument, for example in the work of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst[15℄ and of Walton and Krabbe [57℄. Following Loui [27℄, the formalstudy of argumentation and argumentation has beome of great interestto researhers in Arti�ial Intelligene, partiularly in nonmonotoniand unertain reasoning and in multi-agent systems.One main approah to the use of argumentation as a tehnique fornonmonotoni reasoning is the aeptability approah. Here the workof Dung [14℄ has been partiularly inuential (not least upon the de-velopment of the approah we base this work on [1℄), and has ehoes inthe work of Prakken and Sartor [42, 43, 44℄, Pollok [40℄, and Vreeswijk
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25[56℄. Although these papers di�er in tehnial detail and the underlyingformal language, all of them use notions of underutting and defeatamong arguments to de�ne riteria for aeptability of arguments orpropositions supported by arguments.The main harateristi of the aeptability-based approah to ar-gumentation is that any proposition is onsidered to hold or not holddepending on the aeptability or otherwise of the argument for it. Analternative, explored by Elvang-G�rannsen et al. [16℄, Pinkas and Loui[39℄ and Simari and Loui [50℄ is to lassify arguments (and hene theirassoiated propositions) in more detail based upon their relationshipwith other arguments. Thus, for instane, Elvang-G�rannsen et al. iden-tify distinguish arguments that are tautologial, unattaked, rebuttedand underut.All the work desribed so far was onerned with a single agentreasoning about what to believe. However, it is a small step to onsid-ering two or more agents arrying out the kind of proedure by whihaeptability is determined|�rst one agent proposes an argument, an-other ounters with an underutting or rebutting argument, and so onuntil one annot respond and \loses". Exatly this kind of exhangewas the onept at the heart of proof-theoreti methods of determiningaeptability [1, 44℄, and moving from the onept to real multi-agentexhanges is simple [4℄.The fous or muh of the argumentation researh in multi-agentsystems (for a few representative examples see [37℄ and [54℄) was theappliation of argumentation for negotiation and reahing agreement.Authors argue that all mehanisms for negotiation have at their heartan exhange of o�ers. Agents make o�ers that they �nd aeptableand respond to o�ers made to them. Argumentation-based negotiationallows o�ers to be supported by arguments, whih broadly speakingequate to explanations for why the o�er was made. This permits greaterexibility than in other negotiation shemes sine, for instane, it makesit possible to persuade agents to hange their view of an o�er by intro-duing new fators in the middle of a negotiation (just as a ar salesperson might throw in free insurane to linh a deal). However, thiswork (at least until [4℄) did not explain when arguments an be usedwithin a negotiation and how they should be dealt with by the agentthat reeives them, a gap that, as desribed here, we now believe wehave �lled.Despite the fous on negotiation, possibly even more work has beendone on persuasion dialogues. This work an be divided into two maingroups. The �rst group, of whih [28, 46, 60℄ are a representative se-letion, tries to add a reasoning model to a dialogue system in orderto handle the di�erent onits (inter or intra) agents whih may arise
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26during a dialogue. The seond group of persuasion models handle theproof theory of an argumentation system (developed in nonmonotonireasoning) as a persuasion dialogue between an opponent and a propo-nent, for example [41℄, an approah whih has muh resonane in theAI and Law �eld.The remaining kinds of dialogue (in the Walton and Krabbe typol-ogy) have been little studied. Hulstijn [23℄ provides a formulation ofinquiry dialogues, as do we elsewhere [31, 38℄, the latter also disussinginformation-seeking dialogues, and we have also studied deliberationdialogues [22℄, but there is no more work that we are aware of.7. SummaryArgumentation-based approahes to inter-agent ommuniation are be-oming more widespread as mehanisms for agent o-ordination, andthere are a variety of systems for argumentation-based ommuniationthat have been proposed. Many of these address di�erent aspets ofthe ommuniation problem, and it an be hard to see how they relateto one another. This paper has attempted to put some of this workin ontext by desribing in general terms how argumentation might beused in inter-agent ommuniation, and then illustrating this generalmodel by providing a onrete instantiation of it, �nally desribing allthe aspets required by the example �rst introdued in [36℄.The work that we have desribed here is still far from omplete.Our overall aim is to provide a omprehensive aount of inter-agentdialogues, and to build systems apable of supporting suh dialogues.There are two main steps that still need to be taken (at least there aretwo that are immediately obvious to us). One is to extend our analysisto more omplex forms of dialogue, suh as the deliberation dialogueintrodued in [22℄. The seond is to start building an implementationof this work so that we an experiment with di�erent kinds of dialogueand start to assess what formal dialogue systems are useful in pratie.AknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Leila Amgoud and Niolas Maudetfor their ontribution to the development of many of the parts of theargumentation system desribed here. We are also very grateful to thereviewers of this paper|their many pereptive omments helped us togreatly improve the paper.
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